MCC has employed Jackson Lewis, a notorious anti-union law firm to bargain with the faculty union.

“The law firm is one of the oldest and most successful when it comes to the arcane practice of union avoidance. It is widely known as one of the most aggressively anti-union law firms in the U.S.” Village Voice, 3/30/17

“…federal labor officials accusing the company of firing the top seven union leaders, spying on workers, refusing to bargain and ultimately closing the 500-worker plant to retaliate against the union.” NY Times, 12/14/04

“…notorious anti-union law firm, used ‘every trick in the book to scare and intimidate the workers.’” In These Times, 9/7/15

Tell President Joann La Perla-Morales and Board of Trustees: Dump Jackson Lewis and Bargain a Fair Contract at MCC

Sign at www.aftnj.org #DumpJacksonLewis